Over the past decades, ontologies have become key components of information systems [1, 2] and have found various applications such as natural language processing [3], software engineering [4] and knowledge management in the Semantic Web [5]. The use of ontologies also spans many domains including biomedicine, geography and e-commerce. In the biomedical domain – our focus in this special issue – ontologies play an important role in research [6], healthcare [7] and translational biomedicine [8], supporting tasks including knowledge management, data integration and decision support [9].

A large number of biomedical ontologies have been created by individual researchers, academic consortia, institutions and companies. Most ontologies are created for a given purpose (e.g., to annotate gene products) and independently of existing ontologies. As a consequence, although ontologies are ideally created for sharing and reusing knowledge [10], their impact can be limited to a small audience by lack of diffusion.

The abundance of ontologies should be good news to biomedical researchers, as they can in theory select the best ontology for their application. In practice, however, there is no comprehensive registry of biomedical ontologies and the few existing collections of ontologies do not provide enough information about the ontologies to support effective discoverability.

In the biomedical domain, the oldest repository is the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [11, 12], developed at the National Library of Medicine, which currently integrates 148 biomedical terminologies and ontologies. More recently, the National Center for Biomedical Ontologies (NCBO) created the BioPortal, a web-based application providing access to 129 ontologies in the biomedical domain [13, 14]. Analogously, the Ontology Lookup Service [15, 16] developed by the European Bioinformatics Institute supports queries against 61 ontologies from the Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO) family. These three resources offer online lookup services, i.e., support the discovery of individual entities through their names and identifiers. While generally useful to researchers, none of these resources is comprehensive, and interfaces to ontologies are no substitute for a rich description of their content and characteristics.

The proliferation of knowledge bases has led to the creation of registries such as Oxford University Press’ Nucleic Acids Research (NAR) “database issue” [17]. With both a print edition (available under the open access model) and a companion online version (the Molecular Biology Database Collection), NAR provides a description of a large number of electronic biomedical resources. The databases listed in the print edition (182 in the 2008) include GenBank, UniProt, KEGG, the Stanford Tissue Microarray Database and DrugBank. In addition, the online edition offers a more succinct description of over one thousand resources. The descriptions contributed by the authors of these resources are curated by NAR through their usual editorial process. By providing a textual description indexed in bibliographic databases such as PubMed/Medline (print version) and a set of metadata (online version), the NAR database edition acts as a registry of biomedical resources and contributes to their discoverability.

No such registry currently exists for ontologies, neither for biomedicine, nor for other domains. The 2008 edition of the Ontology Summit only laid the blueprints of an Open Ontology Repository [18], which will provide a framework for implementing such registries. The definition of metadata for ontologies is an
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1 The OBO Foundry also serves as a repository of ontologies from the OBO family.
active field of research and initiatives such as the Ontology Metadata Vocabulary (OMV) are attempts at providing for ontologies the standard metadata offered by the Dublin Core for text documents [19].

This Applied Ontology special issue reports on the first results of the MetaOntology initiative, developed in partnership with the National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO), one of the seven National Centers for Biomedical Computing in the U.S. In addition to being a repository for biomedical ontologies, NCBO’s BioPortal [14] “defines relationships among those ontologies and between the ontologies and online data resources” and supports “community-based participation in the evaluation and evolution of ontology content” [13]. In other words, BioPortal enables biomedical ontology users to discover, visualize, download and evaluate existing resources and their interrelations. BioPortal will host the ontologies from the MetaOntology issue and their associated metadata, as well as links to the articles in Applied Ontology.

Current metadata about these ontologies and tools include the name, type and version of each resource, as well as the URI where it can be downloaded and contact information. Additionally for ontologies, we collect the number of entities, relations and instances represented, as well as information about the domain and formalism used for the representation. For tools, the purpose and computer platform are recorded. The complete list of metadata requested from ontology developers can be found in the call for papers of the MetaOntology [20].

Participating in the MetaOntology gives the authors of biomedical ontology resources (ontologies and tools) an opportunity to publicize their resources to both ontology specialists (through Applied Ontology) and domain experts (through BioPortal). The print version provides a bibliographic reference that can be cited by other researchers when they use a given resource as part of their projects. The online version contributes to the discoverability, diffusion and reuse of these resources. Ontologies integrated in the BioPortal become immediately visible and can be browsed and downloaded. Additionally, authors receive feedback from the community through the collaborative evaluation fostered by BioPortal.

This inaugural edition of the MetaOntology for the biomedical domain lists five resources. Three of these – BioTop, BioZen and GFO-Bio – are top domain ontologies, i.e., ontologies in reference to which domain ontologies can be created. The other two are OntoPneumo, an ontology of pneumology developed to support coding, and one integrative resource combining several pathway ontologies. With five ontologies described, the current edition of the MetaOntology is still at an embryonic stage. As it provides a tribune for authors to publicize their ontologies, as well as a resource for potential users to discover them, we expect the MetaOntology to grow rapidly and eventually expand beyond the confines of biomedicine. To achieve such goal, further contributions are expected concerning the proper ways to organize, compare, catalog and retrieve domain ontologies.
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